go	DEMOCRACY IN FRANCE
If the Wallon amendment be regarded, as it unanimously
has been regarded, as the real basis of the Third Republic, then
the paradox of its foundation is complete. The Republic was
founded by a Monarchist assembly with a Right-wing Presi-
dent and Government in power, on the motion of a Catholic
lawyer who insisted that he was not asking for the Republic—
and it was passed by a majority of one vote, a deadlock being
avoided only by the late arrival of one deputy who would have
voted against the amendment.1 Yet these remarkable circum-
stances do less than justice to the popular acceptance of the
Republic in 1875. Between February 1871 and September 1874
126 of the 158 contested by-elections had been won by Re-
publican-candidates: the Monarchist forces had been frustrated
in all their manoeuvres: and the Conservative Government was
in power only on sufferance and faute de mieux. The circum-
stances, and the background described above, are important
only because they reveal how it came to be the Conservative
forces which moulded the new institutions—not, indeed, with-
out having to make some compromises with the Left, but yet
with sufficient freedom of action to leave their permanent
impression on the whole democratic instrument of modern
France.
The constitutional laws determining the Organization of the
Public Powers and the composition of the Senate were passed
in February. The laws determining the relationship between
the Public Powers and the methods of electing Senators fol-
lowed in July and August. The law governing the election of
Deputies was passed at the end of November. The ministry of
M. Buffet, a Right-Centre man, had replaced General Cissey's
'cabinet of caretakers' in March, so the last three laws were
passed under his government. It was merely a reshuffled coali-
tion of the Centre parties, and in administrative policy it was
every bit as Conservative as Broglie's or Cissey's. But dissolu-
tion was now in the air. It haunted the final labours of the Na-
1 Cf. A. Zevaes: Histoire de la Troisi&ne Rtpublique (1938),
p. 81 £; D Halevy: op. cit., p. 158 ff. M. Senart was the late arrival
concerned.

